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Examination Summary
Examination administered durina the week of Sep_tember 21, 1992.
(ReDort No. 50-255/OL-92-02(DRS)) to one reactor operator (RO)
and six senior reactor operators (SRO). The written examinations
were administered on September 21, 1992 at the Palisades Training
Building. The operational examinations were administered at
Palisades simulator facility on September 22, 1992. The Job
Performance Measure (JPM) portion of the examination was

iadministered on September 21 and September 23, 1992. '

Results: All candidates passed the examinations.
*

The following are examples of the strengths and weaknesses
identified by the NRC evaluators.

Strengthg

Good use of alarm response procedures by the crew to help in*

diagnosing events and leading to recovery response.

Overall procedure usage was good.*

Egaknesses

Communications between crew members and personnel outside*
the control room during dynamic simulator examinations was
weak.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. ExamingIn

*J. Walker, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
F. Jagger, Idaho National Engineering Labs (INEL)
S. Johnson, INEL
M. Jones, INEL

* Chief Examinor

2. Exit Meeting

An exit meeting was held on September 24, 1992, with
facility management and training staff representatives, to
discuss the examiner's observations contained in this-
report.

NRC Representatives in_attpnoance werel

J. Walker, Chief Examiner

Facility Renresentatives in attendance were:

T. Palmisano, Operations Manager
J. Hanson, Operations Superintendent
D. Rogers, Training Administrator
J. Kuomin, License Administrator
P. Donnelly, Safety and Licensing Director
P. Rewa, Instructor Supervisor II
T. Horan, Director Nuclear Training.

P. Kluskowski, Simulator Engineer
P. Schmidt, Supervisory Instructor
W. Pratt, Senior Nuclear Instructor
R. Frigo, Supervisory Instructor

The licensee representatives acknowledged the examiner
observations discussed in Sections 3 and 4 of this report as
well as the items identified in Enclosure 3, the Simulation
Facility Report.

3. Examination Development

The reference material that the licensee sent-to the
NRC for examination. preparation was properly
bound and labeled, and for the most part,'the NRC
examiners were able to extract the needed information.
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The pre-examination review conducted by the licensee on
the written examinationn was very productive. The
licensee's input to the examination ensured that the
terminology used on the examination was plant specific,
thus svoid!.ng confusion on the part of the candidates
during the examination. In addition, the review
process ensured that the examinations were technically
correct and appropriate for each license type as
specified by the licensee's job description.

4. Examination Administration

During the administration of the examinations, the examiners
absorved both strengths and weaknesses on the part of the
Senior Reactor Operator and Reactor Operator candidates.

The following strengths in the candidates' performance were
observed in the majority of the candidates that were
examined in each particular knowledge or ability:

1) Use of the alarm response procedures during both the
Simulator Scerarios and Simulator JPM's was very good.*

Each candidate showed a thorough knowledge and
understanding of the ARP's and their importance.

2) All condidates demonstrated complete and thorough
knowledge of equipment locations. This demonstrated an
active effort on the candidates part to spend time in
the plant.

The following weaknesses in the candidates' performance were
observed in the majority of the candidates that were examined in
each particular knowledge or ability:

1) Crew communications deteriorated during the scenario-
performance.

a. At each scenario start each crew maintained good
close ended communications. As the scenario
progressed communications became more open ended.
This resulted in at least two cases when crew
members did not receive valuable information.

b. Communications between the crew and personnel.

outside the control room was poor. Only two plant
wide announcements concerning plant status were
made during seven scenarios.
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2) During one JPM, candidates were unable to determine
reduced inventory levels within the RCS. The methods
used by each candidate to finally determine this level
were varied and could present actual problems during a
reduced inventory evolution.'

During the grading of the written examination a variety of
weaknesses were identified in the following knowledge or
ability areas:

1) Requirements to enter the RCA during an abnormal event.

2) Actions to be taken in the event of a " RED" CAM Alarm
while in the RCA.

3) Various_ shift turnover items and when they are required
to be-performed.

4) Conditions-which would result in an AUTOMATIC start of
the Primary Coolant Pump Backstop oil pump.

5) Which ESPAS equipment has bypass ability.

6) What causes an autoratic stert of various ventilation
fans.

7) The preferred method of draining water from the reactor
cavity to the SIRWT following refueling.

8) Primary method to inaex the bridge of the refueling
machine.

9) Priority of boration methods during a loss of
Reactivity Control.

10) Technical Specification requirements for operable
Gaseous Effluent monitors.

11) Knowledge of the automatic actions associated with a
loss of preferred AC Bus Y20.

5. Written Examination Review
i

Facility representatives were allowed to review the written
examinations prior to their_ administration as discussed in
Section 3 of this report, and any applicable comments from

,

the review were-incorporated into the examinations.
!
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Following the conclusion of the written examinations, the
facility was given a copy of the Senior Reactor Operator and
Reactor Operator examinations and answer keys. The facility
had until the end of the examination administration week to
provide any additional commente in writing to the NRC.

The facility provided no additional comments on the written '

examination. |
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ENCLOSURE 3

SIMULATION FACILITY REPORT

i

Facility Licensee: Palisades Nuclear Plant

Facility Licensee Dccket No.: 50-255

Operating Tests Administered On: Week of September 21, 1992

This form is to be used only to report observations. These
observations do not constitute audit or inspection findings and-

are not, without further verification and review, indicative of
noncompliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b) . These observations do not
affect NRC certification or approval of the simulation facility
other than to provide information that may be used in future
evaluations. No licensee action is required in response to these
observations.

While conducting the simulator portion of the operating-tests,*

the following items were observed:
4

IIEM DESCRIPTION

1. The simulator demonstrated an
inability to recover from a
simulated station blackout. To

! enable the machine to continue
operation, it was raquired toi

do a hard reset on the
computers controlling the
simulator.

2. The simulator failed to-

initially restore the PIP and
CFMS computers following their

' ' loss during two scenarios.

! 3. High Pressure Injection Flow
(HPSI) is indicated with all
pumps secured and the valves
open.

4. Various area radiation
monitors are not modeled in,

I the simulator that are present
l

in the control room.

. 5. .3 simulator is not modeled
to place an RPS channel in the
tripped condition.

.
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